We study the real, Euclidean, classical field equation
I. Introduction
It is well known [1] that the tree approximation to the first functional derivative of the time-ordered, connected generating functional of a boson quantum field theory obeys the classical field equation with an external source. The tree approximation to the connected generating functional is an infinite formal sum in powers of the coupling constant, over Feynman graphs with no loops. It is the zeroth order term in the loop expansion, which is a formal power series expansion in hc.
The same correspondence holds in the Euclidean version ofboson field theory, where the time-ordered generating functional is replaced by the Laplace transform of the interacting Euclidean measure on Re6 °'. We refer to the Laplace transform rather than the Fourier transform in order to arrange for a real classical field with the better sign of the coupling constant.
We want to discuss the classical field equation itself in this paper, and not how it emerges from the limit hc = 0; but since it was the initial motivation, we describe where f~ Re5O(IRd), d#G is the Gaussian measure for the free, Euclidean scalar field of mass m, and V(4~) is a local interaction, a function of ~be Reso'(IRa), including renormalization counterterms. The normalization constant N is chosen to make g(0) = 1. Of course, the r.h.s, is a formal object. If we make a formal power series expansion of 6L/6f(x) in powers of he, and call the zeroth order term aL° (1.2) ¢°(x) = af(x) ' it is a theorem in the formal power series sense that (-a +#2)~0 +~F(,b0)=f, #-mc/h, (1.3) where F = V~ is the derivative of the interaction evaluated at zero in any explicit hc dependence. In practise, this means that F is the derivative of the naive interaction, without counterterms, because the counterterms, including those coming from
Wick ordering, are of higher order in hc. The above formula is often derived by a stationary phase argument on the Feynman path integral, in the Minkowski version [1] . We refer to [2] for a sketch of the Euclidean argument, which is straightforward. This paper is an exposition of techniques for studying the Euclidean classical field equation An immediate application, discussed in [2] , is to higher orders of the loop expansion, where the solutions of the classical equation have a central role.
There are two important classes of Euclidean problems, qualitatively richer than ours, which fall outside the scope of our discussion. One is that of three and lower dimensional problems of static, finite energy, soliton solutions of certain non-Abelian gauge field and other models; the other is that of four and lower dimensional instantons in the Euclidean versions of those field theories. A comprehensive and still fairly up to date reference for these problems is the review article of Jackiw [3] . For us, the classical potential term V o +/.tZ~b2/2 has a single minimum at ~b = 0, which is equivalent to our conditions aF(a) > 0 and bt 2 > 0. For the field equations, these conditions imply the uniqueness of the vacuum solution, that is, the solution with zero external source f. In the more complicated problems mentioned above, it is exactly the nonuniqueness of the vacuum which is the heart of their interest. Our simpler problem may have some useful points of contact with such problems.
Our investigation is divided into four parts: existence, regularity, uniqueness and contraction estimates, and dependence on 2. Corresponding to this division, we state four main theorems.
We A remark is in order about techniques. The existence theorem is made nontrivial by the fact that F may be rapidly increasing at oQ. For example, F(~o) =~p exp ~p. In such cases (at least for d > 4) the nonlinear term is in no sense a small perturbation. The associated Minkowski equations ~o~t-zl d_ 1 q~ + #2q) ..~ F(~o) = f are poorly understood for such strongly nonlinear F. Matters are further exacerbated by the fact that IR d is not compact, making degree theoretic ideas more difficult to apply. It is important to realize that the existence and regularity theorems are proved in a generality that permits multiple solutions. In the absence of a source (f = 0), the only solution is ~0 -0 ; 0 ; however, multiple solutions may exist for f =# 0.
The critical parts of the regularity theorem are the L p estimates, which are derived using multipliers in the fashion of Moser [5] and Br6zis and Strauss [6-1. The unboundedness of IR d creates technical problems here, too. One cannot prove L ~ estimates by taking the limit as p~+oe. The L ~ estimate (which is the most important one) requires a separate argument resting on a Harnack type inequality of Moser. Once solutions have been shown to be bounded, the growth of F at infinity becomes irrelevant; and the regularity theory proceeds without essential difficulty. It is worth noting that, as far as we know, the regularity in ~,~ spaces has not been observed, even in the linear case. The contraction estimates are proved with multipliers in the same manner as the L p estimates.
To study the dependence on 2 and f , we show that for (2, f )~ (20, fo) one can reduce the study of the field equation to solving a nonlinear equation G(2, (p, f ) --0, where G is smooth. When F' >0, the implicit function theorem can be invoked to obtain the desired results.
Many of the techniques we use are not new. However, since nontriviaI innovations are required in several places, and because of the importance of the classical nonlinear field equations in mathematical physics, we feel that it is worthwhile to set down the basic facts in accessible fashion.
II. The Existence Theorem
This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1. Replacing 2F by F, we may assume, without loss of generality, that 2 = 1. For further notational convenience, we often suppress the labels IR and IR d in the names of functions spaces. The argument of F always takes values in IR, and those of (p and f in IR d.
We use Galerkin's method to construct approximate solutions Ok. For k = 1, 2,... choose V k C C~(IR d) such that ~ C ~ + 1, dim V k < oe, and UkV k is dense in H r We seek (pk 6 V k such that
for all w in V k. The solution q) is obtained as the limit of a subsequence of the Ok.
t. Existence of q~k
The basic estimate is that V~e C~ 
Use of Compactness to Extract a Convergent Subsequence
The Rellich compactness theorem, together with the weak compactness of the unit ball in H 1, imply that there is a subsequence (still denoted (Pk) such that 
Passage to the Limit k~oo
Suppose we V z for some I. Then (2.1) holds provided k > l ; and we may pass to the Estimating crudely, we find that ~ IwF(~o)l < const II w I[ m" Since w ,Vk is dense in H a, this implies that F(q~)EH_I and that (2.14) extends by continuity to all w e l l 1. 
III. Regularity Theorems
The critical step in the regularity theory is to show that if f is bounded then so is cp. For classical solutions this is a simple consequence of the maximum principle. This is the assertion of Theorem 2(i). We now supply the ideas necessary to make this argument rigorous. and Isl<l/n. 
Proof of Part

f~ L p and t/myn(~0)~ Le~mpae t the pairing on the right of (3.2) is also an integral. Now ~Vq).V[th,7,(q))]=~7,(q))Vqo. Vtlm+ ~ rlmT',,(q))lVq)la>~7~(cp)Vq).Vth~ (3.3)
lel<n since 7'> 0. Thus, estimating the right hand side of (3,2) by H/51der's inequality and using the fact that t/,,Tn(q~)F(q) ) ____0 we have 
< q IflPtl,,dx) I/p(~ 17,(p)l~tl,flx) I/q,
) is equal to llfl[ oo-To
Ixl>R derive a sup norm estimate for O without the hypothesis that Iff~0 at infinity, we use more of the elegant ideas of Moser [5] . Lemma Proof We prove the result assuming that ke C2(IR). The general case follows as in [5] by approximating general k by convex functions satisfying the additional hypothesis. Since k"=0 for Isl large, k is Lipschitz continuous, so
Suppose that ~ E IR e is an open set, O s H]°C((2), F(O)~ L]°°(~), f 6 L:o~((2), and ( # 2 A)O + F ( o ) = f Suppose k:IR~IR is a nonnegative convex function such that k(0)=0 and there is a ~> 0 with k"(s)=0/fls]>0. Then Ak(o)> -fk'(o).
Remark. Since feL't °~ and k'(o)eL ~, it follows that fk'(o)e~', so the assertion -Ak((p)<fk'(o)
makes
o~H~°~k(o)~H~°~;and we need only show that Ak(o)>-fl((O).
By hypothesis 
Proof of Lemma. Since ~p6C z+~, F(q~)EC l+~, so (#2-A)~o=f-F(~o)EC min(k'l)+~,
B~(x)
To prove that (p~5 ~, it suffices to prove that for all r > 0 and integer N and s, tl q~ll m~, = 0(I xI-N) as x -, o~. The proof is by induction on s. The case s = 0 has been proved. The basic ingredient is the elliptic estimate: 
Proof of Part (iv) of Theorem 2
We require a lemma about the spaces 5k,~. To show that it is onto we must show that if t/~5~,~ and osH~+ 2 satisfies TO=t/ then 0~5~+2,s . This regularity result is analogous to Part (vi) of Theorem 2 and has a similar proof. We omit the details.
